Established in October 2016, the Scientia Education Academy gives UNSW and its outstanding academics a platform to showcase excellent teaching. The Academy recognises inspiring educators - the Scientia Education Fellows - and harnesses their drive and enthusiasm to enhance learning and teaching across UNSW.

*What is the purpose of the Academy? Hear from the Academy's Inaugural Director (2016-2018), Professor Chris Tisdell.*

The UNSW Scientia Education Academy champions, inspires and celebrates excellence in education. Its strategic vision for education is to

- Promote a scholarly, evidence-based approach
- Champion innovation
- Enhance the student experience
- Advise on policies and strategies
- Model a collegial community of mentoring

The Scientia Education Academy looks forward to sharing insight, projects and initiatives as they develop with the broader community.

**Find out more**
Lecture series

UNSW SEA-EF Healthy Universities Initiative

Pilot Feedback Scheme on Promotion Drafts (closed)

Academy news